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SUMMARY
This supplement incorporates changes to Volume 2 of the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances
enacted by the following Common Council file:
201127

An ordinance relating to property deconstruction.
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PREFACE

In 1986, volume 2 of the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances was printed in its current format of an
updateable looseleaf. As changes to these ordinances are passed by the Common Council, the Legislative
Reference Bureau will issue replacement pages for this book. Thus, it can be a current and reliable resource
to its user.
Volume 2, which contains chapters numbering 200 to 299, contains building and zoning regulations.
Other looseleaf volumes include Volume 1 (Regulatory Ordinances), Volume 3 (Administrative Ordinances),
and the City Charter.
The numbering system for the Milwaukee City Charter and Code of Ordinances is patterned on that
used for the Wisconsin Statutes (except for the use of dashes in place of parentheses) and is as follows:
Chapter
70

Section
10

Subsection
3

Paragraph
a

Subdivision
4

Subparagraph
b

If there are questions regarding the numbering system, or the correct method of citation, please contact the
Legislative Reference Bureau.

Keith Broadnax, Manager
Legislative Reference Bureau
April, 2020
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MEMO

If all supplements have been properly inserted, this book contains all actions of the
Common Council through February 9, 2021.

2/9/2021
Suppl. #320
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Razing of Buildings 218-10-5
b-4.
Site
Posting.
Prior
to
commencement of deconstruction activity, a yard
sign
approved
and
provided
by
the
commissioner shall be posted on each street
frontage of the site. The sign shall:
b-4-a.
Indicate that the structure is being
deconstructed
b-4-b.
Provide
department
of
neighborhood services contact information for
questions or concerns.
b-4-c.
Remain in place throughout the
course of deconstruction.
b-4-d.
Be posted within 5 feet of a street
lot line, be visible to pedestrians and motorists,
and not be posted in a public right-of-way.
b-5.
Heavy
Machinery.
Heavy
machinery may be used in deconstruction to
assist in the salvage of materials for reuse or to
remove material not required to be salvaged for
reuse. Heavy machinery may not be used in
deconstruction to remove or dismantle
components of buildings in ways that render
building components unsuitable for salvage.
For purposes of this section, heavy machinery
includes, but is not limited to, track hoes,
excavators, skid steer loaders, and forklifts.
b-6.
Documentation. The demolition
permit holder shall maintain receipts for
donation, sale, recycling, and disposal of all
materials for any deconstruction project.
Materials intended for reuse on site, and
materials disposed of and concerning which no
receipt for disposal is obtainable, shall be
documented
with
photographs.
The
commissioner may ask that the permit holder
produce the receipts or photographs for
inspection any time until the demolition permit is
closed.
b-7.
Closing of Demolition Permit. A
completed post-deconstruction form and all
documentation required in subd. 6. shall be
submitted to the department before a
department inspector may approve a demolition
permit as closed.
c.
Exemptions. The following are
exempt from the requirements of this section:
c-1.
The moving of a building, provided
it occurs in accordance with s. 218-2.
c-2.
Any primary dwelling structure that
the commissioner has determined is unsuitable
for deconstruction because either of the
following is true:

c-2-a.
The structure is structurally unsafe
or is otherwise hazardous to the health, safety or
welfare of the public and too unsafe or
hazardous for deconstruction.
c-2-b.
Most, or a substantial portion, of
the material in the structure is not suitable for
reuse.
d.
Request for an Exemption. An
applicant may request an exemption from the
requirements of this section under par. c by
submitting a written request for exemption,
together with supporting evidence, when
submitting a demolition permit application.
Where the city, as the owner of the primary
dwelling structure, seeks an exemption, the
commissioner shall approve and sign a
city-exemption form to document satisfaction of
the exemption requirements of par. c.
e.
Determination of an Exemption.
The commissioner shall make the final
determination of exemption based on evidence
submitted by the applicant as well as an
inspection to confirm conditions and unsuitability.
The demolition permit shall not be issued until
the final determination is made on the exemption
request. If the applicant disagrees with the final
determination, the determination may be
appealed by the applicant under sub. 6.
5.
ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES. a. General. a-1. A first violation of this
section may be subject to a penalty of up to
$1,000.
a-2.
A second violation of this section
committed by the same person or firm may be
subject to a penalty of up to $2,000.
a-3.
Third and subsequent violations of
this section by the same person or firm may be
subject to a penalty of up to $3,000.
a-4.
Penalties may be imposed on a
per-month, per-day or per-incident basis, or such
other basis as the commissioner may determine
appropriate based upon the criteria in par. f.
a-5
Any person receiving a notice of
violation shall, within 10 days of issuance of the
notice, either pay to the city the stated penalty
amount or appeal the penalty under sub. 6.
b.
Heavy Machinery.
b-1.
Improper use of heavy machinery
in violation of this section may be subject to a
penalty of up to $20,000.
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218-10-6 Razing of Buildings
b-2.
Any person receiving a notice of
violation shall, within 10 days of issuance of the
notice, either pay to the city the stated penalty
amount or appeal the penalty under sub. 6.
c.
Additional Enforcement Actions for
Certified Deconstruction Contractors.
The
commissioner may impose the following
additional remedies on a certified deconstruction
contractor:
c-1.
A first violation of this section may
result in removal from the list of certified
deconstruction contractors for up to 6 months.
c-2.
A second violation of this section
may result in removal from the list of certified
deconstruction contractors for up to 12 months.
c-3.
A third or subsequent violation of
this section may result in removal from the list of
certified deconstruction contractors for an
indefinite period. The contractor may not apply
for reinstatement to the list of certified
deconstruction contractors for a period of 18
months.
d.
Temporary Removal. Temporary
removal from the list of certified deconstruction
contractors shall expire immediately following
the end of the term of removal, and shall not
require further action by the commissioner
except for re-listing of the contractor on the
department’s website.
e.
Stop Work Orders.
When
necessary to obtain compliance with this section,
the commissioner may issue a stop work order
requiring that all work, except work directly
related to elimination of the violation, be
immediately and completely stopped. If the
commissioner issues a stop work order, activity
subject to the order may not be resumed until
such time as the commissioner gives specific
approval in writing. The stop work order will be
in writing and posted at a conspicuous location
at the site. When an emergency condition exists,
a stop work order may be issued orally, followed
by a written stop work order. It is unlawful for
any person to remove, obscure, mutilate or
otherwise damage a stop work order.
f.
Criteria. The commissioner shall
use the following criteria in determining the type
and magnitude of penalties or remedies to
impose under this subsection:
f-1.
The nature and extent of the
person’s involvement in the violation.

f-2.
Whether the person was seeking
any benefits, economic or otherwise, through the
violation.
f-3.
Whether
the
person
has
committed similar violations in the past.
f-4.
The length of time since any prior
violations.
f-5.
Whether the violation was isolated
and temporary, or repeated and continuous.
f-6.
The magnitude and seriousness of
the violation.
f-7.
The costs of investigating and
remedying the violation.
f-8.
Other
relevant,
applicable
evidence bearing on the nature and seriousness
of the violation.
g.
Inspections.
The commissioner
may conduct inspections whenever necessary to
enforce any provisions of this section, to
determine compliance with this section or
whenever the commissioner has reasonable
cause to believe there exists any violation of this
section. If the responsible party is at the site
when the inspection is occurring, the
commissioner will first present proper credentials
to the responsible party and request entry.
6.
RIGHT OF APPEAL. Whenever
the responsible party has been given a written
notice, order or determination pursuant to this
section, or has been directed to make any
correction, pay a penalty or to perform any act,
and the responsible party believes the finding of
the notice, order or determination was in error,
the responsible party may have the notice, order
or determination reviewed by the commissioner.
If a review is sought, the responsible party will
submit a written request to the commissioner
within 10 days of the date of the notice, order or
determination. Such review will be conducted
by the commissioner. The responsible party
requesting such review will be given the
opportunity to present evidence to the
commissioner.
Following a review, the
commissioner shall issue a written decision.
The responsible party may appeal the
commissioner’s decision to the administrative
review appeals board under s. 320-11.
** Enforcement of s. 218-10 is stayed until
March 1, 2022.

For legislative history of chapter 218, contact the
Municipal Research Library.
Pages 111-140 are blank.
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